
Tiếng Anh 3 *** Grade 3 1/1 BME Language Center  

HANDOUT 
Grade 3 –Week 27 

(Time allowed: 10 minutes) 

 Odd one out. Circle the correct answer.                                             
 

0. A. book B. notebook C. ruler D. between 

1. A. between B. behind C. kite D. under 

2. A. parrot B. elephant C. cat D. gold fish 

3. A. puzzle B. paper plane C. kite D. chocolate 

4. A. living room B. mushroom C. bedroom D. bathroom 

 

 Read and tick  the correct sentences. 
 
 0.           A. That is my bed.  

               B. That are my beds. 

1.            A. These are my dolls. 

               B. These are my doll. 

 2.           A. Do you have any pets? 

               B. Do you have a pets? 

3.            A. The puzzle is under the bed. 

               B. The puzzles is under the bed. 

 4.           A. What pets are you have? 

               B. What pets do you have? 

5.            A. Where are this cats? 

               B. Where are the cats? 

 Read and circle. 

0. There are four books (of / on ) the bed.                                          

1. Does she (have / has) any gold fish? 

2. Where (is / are) the pets? 

3. The kite is (in front / behind) the flower pot. 

4. That is Linda’s (puzzle / puzzles). 

 Reorder the words to complete the sentences. 

0. are/ These/ rulers/ your/. => These are your rulers. 

1. balls / are / in / front / The / of / the / table / ./   (8 words) 

The _________________________________________________________. 

2. Linda / three / and / has / one / cats / parrot /./    (7 words) 

Linda ________________________________________________________ ? 

---THE END--- 
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 Odd one out. Circle the correct answer.             

1. C 2. B 3. D 4. B 

 Read and tick  the correct sentences. 

1. A 2. A 3. A 4. B               5. B 

 Read and circle. 

1. have 2. are 3. behind 4. puzzle 

 Reorder the words to complete the sentences. 

1. The balls are in front of the table.    

2. Linda has three cats and one parrot. 
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